We recently argued that the dynamics of strongly coupled field theories in black hole backgrounds is related via the AdS/CFT correspondence to two new classes of AdS black hole solutions: black funnels, and black droplets suspended above a second disconnected horizon. The funnel solutions are dual to black holes coupling strongly to a field theory plasma. In contrast, the droplet solutions describe black holes coupling only weakly. We continue our investigation of these solutions and construct a wide variety of examples from the AdS C-metric in four bulk spacetime dimensions. The solutions we find are dual to field theories on spatially compact universes with Killing
Introduction
The AdS/CFT correspondence [1] provides a unique window into the dynamics of a class of strongly coupled gauge field theories. For large N gauge theories, the dynamics in the planar limit is expected to be effectively classical, with 1/N controlling the quantum corrections. For a class of superconformal field theories arising as world-volume theories on D-branes or M-branes, the AdS/CFT correspondence identifies this classical dynamics of the single trace sector with that of classical string theory in a higher dimensional spacetime. Furthermore, if the field theory is strongly coupled then one can truncate to the zero mode sector of the string theory, viz., classical gravity in this higher dimensional spacetime. The correspondence therefore provides an avenue to explore the strong coupling dynamics of field theories by reformulating the physics in terms of an effective classical gravity theory.
In this paper we continue our investigation of strongly coupled field theories on black hole backgrounds using the AdS/CFT correspondence, generalizing the results of [2] . Field theories in curved spacetime are known to exhibit a rich array of physical phenomena ranging from vacuum polarization and particle production to Hawking radiation and its associated puzzles with information loss. However, much of the investigation in the past has focussed on perturbative field theory due to the lack of access to the full non-perturbative quantum state, even in the context where gravity is non-dynamical. Our current interest lies in understanding relevant quantum states beyond perturbation theory; this is where AdS/CFT comes into play.
Consider a field theory on a non-dynamical curved spacetime (which we denote as B d ) with metric γ µν . We would like to know the behavior of interesting quantum states and in particular the expectation values of gauge invariant local operators at the non-perturbative level. If we restrict attention to strongly coupled conformal fields which arise in low-energy limits of D-brane world-volume theories, then we can exploit the AdS/CFT correspondence to answer these questions. This is achieved by identifying higher-dimensional asymptotically AdS gravitational solutions dual to the desired field theory states on B d ; we will refer to these gravitational saddle points as M d+1 . Such bulk spacetimes are found by solving the gravitational equations of motion subject to the boundary condition that M d+1 has as its timelike boundary B d . 1 In particular, smooth static spacetimes are candidate duals for the field theory Hartle-Hawking states. Of course, it might turn out that the field theory in question has a non-trivial phase structure, which implies that there are multiple such static saddle points for the bulk gravity description [3] .
In [2] we examined in some detail the holographic duals of field theories on black hole backgrounds B d . In particular, we have argued that there are new classes of black hole geometries in asymptotically AdS spacetimes: i) single connected horizon solutions which we called black funnels and ii) solutions with two disconnected horizons; see Fig. 1 . In the latter case, we called the component connected to the boundary horizon a black droplet.
2
The funnel solutions are dual to black holes coupling strongly to the field theory plasma. In contrast, the droplet solutions describe black holes coupling only weakly. In particular, the second outer horizon present in these solutions is interpreted as the field theory plasma, while the droplet itself describes field theory vacuum polarization near the horizon. The lack of connection between these two AdS horizons is evidence of the weak coupling. Note that while the gravitational dynamics may allow solutions where the two horizons have different temperatures, only the equal temperature solutions can be dual to field theory Hartle-Hawking states.
As evidence for this picture, ref. [2] exhibited funnel and droplet solutions dual to 1 + 1 1 Generically the correspondence only requires that the boundary ∂M d of the bulk spacetime M d+1 be in the same conformal class as B d . We will however demand that ∂M d in fact is isometric to B d . 2 In principle, at least for non-conformal theories, droplets can also exist without a second horizon being present. In this case, a droplet is distinguished from a funnel by its behavior far from the boundary black hole. In particular, droplet horizons must be compact with respect to the conformally rescaled metric which asymptotes to γ µν on the boundary (we will refer to this as "γ-compact"). In contrast, when the boundary spacetime has a good asymptotic region describing physics far from the boundary black hole, a black funnel should asymptote to the bulk solution describing a deconfined plasma in this distant region of spacetime. For example, in the case of asymptotically flat boundaries, it should asymptote to the planar AdS black hole. As we discuss below, the distinction between droplets and funnels is more subtle for spatially compact boundary metrics.
and 2 + 1 dimensional conformal fields living on black hole backgrounds. In the 1 + 1 case, we constructed black funnel solutions in AdS 3 whose boundary is the two dimensional black hole [4] . While black droplets do not arise for 1 + 1 boundary black holes, by exploiting the known AdS C-metric solutions we were also able to construct both black funnels and black droplets in four bulk spacetime dimensions. However, the droplet solutions found in this way do not generically describe Hartle-Hawking states as they were accompanied by a second horizon of a different temperature, so that the solutions did not describe equilibria. Due to the properties of the C-metric, the relevant 2+1 boundary metrics described black holes which asymptote to R × H 2 .
+$0 +"0 A natural question to ask is whether further interesting solutions are hidden among the AdS C-metrics. In the present work, we analyze this issue within the family of uncharged, non-rotating AdS C-metric solutions. Recall that the AdS C-metric solutions have been useful in the past to construct localized black holes on a UV brane in the brane-world context [5, 6] and also more recently to construct plasma ball solutions on an IR brane [7] (see also [8, 9] ) Our interest is to remove the UV brane and work with some prescribed boundary metric. Since we are not a-priori fussed about what metrics we have on the boundary (apart from the fact that they be black hole like), it seems plausible that new interesting solutions will emerge. As we shall see in the following, there is indeed a rich class of boundary black holes contained within the C-metric family.
With this motivation, we undertake an exhaustive search of the AdS C-metric family of solutions and find an interesting class of black funnel and black droplet solutions. In all cases, by using standard holographic methods we are able to compute the boundary stress tensor which includes the contribution from the quantum dynamics of the field theory in curved spacetime. We find that the stress tensor does indeed capture the thermal aspect of Hawking radiation and is furthermore regular on the black hole horizon in the boundary.
On the boundary we generally find black holes living in spatially compact universes; i.e., there are no spatial asymptopia. This class of solutions is therefore somewhat different from those which arise for the special choice of parameters examined in [2] , where the boundary metric was asymptotically a hyperbolic cylinder R×H 2 . Due to the absence of an asymptotic region, the precise definitions of funnel and droplet given in [2] do not apply. We therefore extend these definitions in §3 below. Our new definitions are sufficient for spacetimes such as the C-metric which have an appropriate rotational Killing field, even if they lack a useful asymptotic region.
The organization of this paper is as follows: we begin in §2 with a brief overview of the AdS C-metric solutions. While these geometries have been studied in the literature before, we find it useful to review and generalize some of the results, especially those pertaining to the precise coordinate domains. We then analyze the C-metric family in detail in section §3, where we show that, apart from trivial cases that are exactly AdS or a quotient, any uncharged, non-rotating asymptotically AdS C-metric with vanishing NUT charge can be interpreted in terms of funnels, droplets, and planar black holes. The discussion can clearly be generalized to include additional charges, but we refrain from doing so here in order to keep the discussion simple. We extract the boundary stress tensor for these solutions in §4 which allows us to see the advertised thermal behavior of the field theories in black hole backgrounds. We end with a discussion in §5 and describe some subtle limits in Appendix A.
The AdS C-metric
The C-metric solution in four dimensions corresponds physically to a pair of black holes being uniformly accelerated by a cosmic string. The most general solution was found in [10] in the context of Einstein-Maxwell theory with a cosmological constant. The general solution is specified by seven parameters, corresponding to the mass, angular momentum, an acceleration parameter, electric and magnetic charges, cosmological constant and a NUT parameter. We will be interested in a sub-class of these solutions which we will exploit in the context of the AdS/CFT correspondence to study four dimensional bulk spacetime duals of 2 + 1 dimensional field theories living on a black hole background.
Consider the sub-class of AdS C-metrics [10] whose line element is given in conventional C-metric coordinates as:
where the functions F and G in (2.1) are of the form:
These metrics describe uncharged, non-rotating solutions with vanishing NUT charge which are negatively curved, i.e., they solve Einstein's equations with negative cosmological constant
The AdS C-metric describes the geometry of accelerating black holes in an asymptotically AdS spacetime. In the metric (2.1), captures the (inverse) acceleration, while λ is related to the cosmological constant and µ is the mass parameter of the black hole(s). Since cases with µ = 0 are locally isometric to either flat space or AdS 4 , we use the symmetry x → −x, y → −y, µ → −µ to take µ > 0. The bulk AdS scale is 4) so that λ → −1 at fixed is the flat space limit (and λ < −1 would give deSitter-C metrics). We therefore take λ > −1. Finally, κ is a discrete variable taking values ±1, 0 and corresponds to different allowed topologies for the black holes; κ = 1 corresponds to topologically spherical horizons while κ = −1, 0 corresponds to non-compact horizons with
A detailed discussion of the AdS-C metric properties can be found in [5, 12] for κ = 1 and in [6] for other values of κ. Here we note only that by taking a suitable → ∞ limit one can recover the standard Schwarschild-AdS 4 black hole for κ = 1. For κ = −1 one obtains the topological black hole of [11] and one can get the planar AdS black hole in the case when κ = 0.
The geometry of the AdS C-metric
Let us now examine the geometry of the AdS C-metric (2.1), (2.2) more carefully, to classify all the distinct possibilities as we vary the parameters λ, µ, and κ (we can ignore the parameter as it merely provides an overall scale). The key features (boundaries, horizons, singularites) are determined by the coordinate ranges and the roots of the functions F and G in (2.2). Below, we first discuss the coordinate ranges and motivate the physical properties of the solutions, and in §3 we study the root structure in more detail (summarized in Fig. 3 for the case of κ = 1 and Fig. 6 for κ = −1).
Due to the conformal factor (x − y) −2 in the metric, it is clear that the boundary of the spacetime is at x = y. Furthermore, the spacetime has singularities at y = ±∞ and at x = ±∞ which are genuine curvature singularities; the Kretschmann scalar R µνρσ R µνρσ diverges as (x − y)
6 [12] . Typically this has led previous analysis of the AdS C-metric to restrict attention to the region −∞ < y ≤ x. However, we will see that it is also sensible to consider the region x ≤ y < ∞, at least for certain choices of parameters. Of course, in making these choices we have to ensure that the spacetime in question doesn't have any naked singularities. We will return to this issue after a short examination of the coordinate ranges.
To determine the range of x we need to examine the function G(x). Being a cubic, G(x) generically has three roots and as a result we can have two cases: (i) either the roots are all real, (ii) or only one root is real. When κ = 1 the distinction between the two situations is controlled by the mass parameter µ, whereas for κ = 0, −1 only the case (ii) occurs (see Fig. 2 ). We will order the roots as x 0 , x 1 and x 2 , with x 0 taken to be the smallest root of G(x) in case (i) and we take x 2 to be the solitary root in case (ii).
Horizons arise at the values of y for which F (y) = 0. We will denote the roots again by y 0 , y 1 and y 2 with y 0 < y 1 < y 2 . In the situations where F (y) has a single root, we will for simplicity denote it by y 0 (even when it is continuously connected to the y 2 root). For instance, in the simple case λ = 0 with κ = 1 we have
, black hole horizon
In general the formula for the roots y i as a function of µ and λ is messy and we will not write it down. However, it is useful to note that from µ > 0, the relation F (ξ) + G(ξ) = 1 + λ > 0, and the fact that ξ = 0 is an extremum of both functions, one can deduce the ordering
when all roots are real. See Fig. 2 for plots of the functions F and G for various values of parameters. When some roots are complex, the remaining real roots generally still satisfy (2.6) with the missing roots removed from the list. A rather trivial exception occurs for κ = 1, λ = − 1 27µ 2 in which case we have y 0 = y 1 ≤ 0 ≤ y 2 < x 2 , replacing two of the inequalities in (2.6) by equalities. The only other exception occurs in certain cases where F and G both have only one root for which 0 < y 0 < x 2 ; i.e., only the relative order of y 0 and 0 differs from (2.6). In the limit λ → −1, the roots of F and G coincide and satisfy
The temperature of any horizon is easily computed by noting that the Euclidean metric is regular when we identify the thermal circle with period given by the inverse temperature T
Below, we will allow x to range over intervals of the form [x min , x max ] where x max is a root of G. As a result, ||∂ t || = −1 at y = x = x max and our temperature corresponds to a unit normalized Killing field at x max .
Before proceeding further let us also record the boundary metric given by setting x = y and stripping off two powers of a conformal factor, which we choose to be (x − y)/ . The result is
This is the metric of a black hole with Killing horizons at x = y i . Curiously, as we move away from the horizon in the range y k < x < x i , where x i is the root of G(x) immediately to the right of y k , we find that the size of the Euclidean time circle grows while that of the spatial φ circle shrinks. In particular, G(y i ) = 1 + λ, ∀ i, indicating that the φ circle always has finite size at the horizon.
The AdS C-metric solution can be physically visualized in terms of a black hole pulled by a cosmic string which accelerates it. Once one identifies the location of the cosmic string one can ask whether it hits the boundary. The place where it hits the boundary is a conical defect on the boundary and ideally one would like to hide this behind the black hole horizon or to choose the period of φ so that the defect disappears. One also wishes to ensure that the bulk curvature singularities at x, y = ±∞ are likewise hidden behind horizons.
To probe this issue we need to consider all possible coordinate regions. We will do so in §3 below, but let us first record two important facts which will play a crucial role in our analysis. By examining the behavior of the spatial part of the metric near a simple root of G(x), say x i , we learn that the spacetime will be regular provided we identify the coordinate φ with period
Secondly, depending on the range of the coordinates we choose, we will be interested in the proper distance between interesting points such as the event horizon and the location of the cosmic string on the boundary. This is easy to compute using the induced boundary metric (2.8) and it is straightforward to see that for x ∈ [x min , x max ] one has
As we scan through the parameter space of the AdS C-metrics it is possible to encounter degenerate roots of the function G(x). In that case one encounters a new spatial infinity, for near a double root x 0 of G(x) the spatial part of the metric reduces to 11) which is the metric on a Euclidean hyperboloid H 2 . This situation arises when we take κ = 1 and
and was examined in some detail in [2] . Due to the presence of this internal infinity, geodesics approaching x 0 are complete and one has a well defined asymptotic region, viz., R × H 2 . This was useful in the analysis of [2] since one could disentangle the physics of the black hole horizon from any curved spacetime effects associated with lack of spatial asymptopia. Below, we will investigate all the possible situations that arise from the AdS C-metric in some detail.
Looking for black funnels and droplets in the AdS C-metric
We now proceed to identify black funnels and black droplets in the C-metric spacetimes (2.1). We will find it convenient to separate the discussion into various cases determined by the discrete parameter κ, and into sub-cases depending on the range we allow for the coordinates x and y. As we will see, for a given C-metric there are in general several different interesting coordinate domains to consider. In each case, we analyze the situation for all µ > 0 and λ > −1. The special limit λ → −1 is treated separately in Appendix A. Now, in [2] , droplets and funnels were primarily distinguished by their behavior with respect to the boundary's asymptotic region. Black droplets had γ-compact horizons (by which we mean compact with respect to the conformally rescaled metric with the chosen boundary value γ µν ), and so were well separated from the asymptopia of γ µν . Black droplets were also typically suspended above a second horizon which did not connect to the boundary, though this was a secondary feature. In contrast, black funnel horizons were non-compact, and extended into the bulk region associated with the boundary γ µν asymptopia; see Fig. 1 . Specifically, [2] required black funnels to asymptote to the bulk black hole solution known to describe a deconfined plasma in the asymptotic region; e.g., a planar AdS black hole for asymptotically flat boundaries or the hyperbolic (aka topological) black hole of [11] for boundaries which approach R × H 2 .
Below, most of our boundary metrics will describe spatially compact universes, with no useful asymptotic regions. As a result, the definitions of black funnels and droplets given in [2] do not apply and must be generalized. It is not clear to us what is the right definition in the broadest possible setting, or even whether a sharp distinction between droplets and funnels would remain possible. However, all the geometries we study below possess a rotational Killing field ∂ φ which commutes with the static Killing field ∂ t . Furthermore, each solution contains two special loci defined by ∂ φ . At least one of these (but possibly both) is an axis (fixed point set) of ∂ φ corresponding to a root x 0 , x 1 , or x 2 of G(x) where the norm vanishes. In the one-axis case, the other is the singularity at x = −∞, at which the norm of ∂ φ diverges. This structure may be used to give a useful definition as follows.
First, in somewhat of an abuse of language, we refer to any horizon which does not reach the boundary as a planar black hole, no matter what the geometry or topology. In our examples below, these will vaguely resemble the planar black hole of Fig. 1(b) . It then remains only to classify horizons which connect to the boundary. Second, we remark that we are interested only in the so-called outer horizons, which by definition are horizons visible from the static region of the boundary. In some cases, the boundary metric will have two static regions and we will be forced to first choose a particular such region as a reference point. Now, since the horizons lie at constant y and the axes/singularities of ∂ φ lie at constant x (and since x and y are independent), each outer horizon will intersect either one or both of the axes/singularities of ∂ φ . The case of zero intersections does not arise below. In addition, it is convenient that each horizon below with two such intersections fails to reach the boundary. 4 As such, these are planar black holes in the sense described above and we need not consider this case further. It remains to classify the cases with a single intersection, which we do as follows:
• Black funnel: When following a ∂ φ axis or singularity outward from the horizon leads toward the boundary, we call the horizon a black funnel. Unless a second horizon is encountered, the axis or singularity then connects the horizon to the boundary through the visible static region. In such cases, an artistic impression of the spacetime resembles Fig. 1(a) , with the axis or singularity located near the edge of the diagram. Below, this is always an axis as the singularity at x = −∞ is always hidden by a horizon on the boundary. In some sense, the point where the axis reaches the boundary plays the role of an asymptotic region for the boundary metric. When black funnels appear below, only one axis or singularity of ∂ φ will be visible from the static region of the boundary.
• Black droplet: When following a ∂ φ axis or singularity inward from the horizon leads toward the boundary, we call the horizon a black droplet. Unless a second horizon is encountered, the axis or singularity then connects the horizon to the boundary through a hidden region behind the horizon. In the cases that arise below, we will always find a second separate ∂ φ axis or singularity that intersects the boundary outside the droplet horizon. One may think that the first axis or singularity plays the role of the origin while the second axis or singularity plays the role of an asymptotic region in the boundary metric. In this sense, an artistic impression of the spacetime resembles Fig. 1(b) . In cases that appear below, the first axis or singularity also extends "below" the droplet to intersect a planar black hole, a black funnel, or a new singularity.
As the reader will note, the above definitions are based on geometric features of horizons which generalize those of funnels, droplets, and planar black holes as defined in [2] and illustrated in Fig. 1 . We nevertheless conjecture that, as for the original definition in [2] , the funnel solutions are dual to field theory black holes coupling strongly to a deconfined plasma, while the droplets are dual to black holes coupling weakly. Some evidence for this is provided by the fact that all droplet solutions below which are free of naked singularities also include a second disconnected outer horizon. This second horizon can be interpreted as describing the plasma, and the lack of connection as a sign of the weak coupling. See §4 for further discussion. we find that G(x) has three real roots and for µ > µ c we obtain a single real root. Precisely for µ = µ c we have a degenerate root of G(x) (this condition determines µ c ) -this was the situation discussed in detail in [2] .
. The former is the conventional choice that has been made in previous analyses of the AdS C-metric [5, 6, 12] , but the latter is a perfectly reasonable coordinate domain as well. For µ > µ c we must take x ≤ x 2 . We should also determine whether we restrict attention to the region y ≤ x or y ≥ x. To this end it is useful to introduce a new coordinate
which keeps track of the distance from the boundary x = y, so that we choose either z < 0 or z > 0. It is worth noting that the coordinate z introduced in (3.1) is not the conventional Feffereman-Graham coordinate, which would instead be defined via the gauge choice g zz = z −2 and g zµ = 0.
As a final piece of preparation, we describe the root structure of F (y), which will in turn determine the horizons. Recalling that the roots of F and G are ordered by (2.6) (with the exceptions noted in §2.1), it is easy to convince oneself that F (y) behaves as follows for κ = 1:
1. For λ > 0 we have F (ξ) > 0 for ξ > 0. Thus from (2.6) we have a single real root at y 0 < 0.
2. For λ = 0 we encounter a double root at the origin, which is degenerate and corresponds to the bulk Poincaré horizon. Note that, due to our convention that the root be called y 0 whenever F has only one real root, the function y 0 (λ) is discontinuous at λ = − Fig. 4) . On the boundary, we encounter a horizon at x = y 0 . This boundary horizon is akin to the cosmological horizon in deSitter space, with the φ-circle pinching off as one moves outward to x = x 0 . However, from the boundary perspective, the horizon shields a curvature singularity at x = −∞.
In contrast, the x = −∞ singularity is visible through the bulk and in fact intersects the bulk y = y 0 horizon. Following the singularity away from y 0 through the static region takes us away from the boundary, so y 0 describes a (singular) black droplet. The droplet does not reach the axis at x 0 , and this axis is visible from the boundary. However, for all µ < µ c we can pick the period of the angle φ to be ∆φ = 4π |G (x 0 )| to avoid a conical singularity.
In the domain λ < 0 where F (y) has three real roots (panels (a) and (c) of Fig. 4) , the y 0 droplet is suspended above a (singular) planar black hole horizon at y = y 1 , i.e., we have two disconnected outer horizons. Note that there is a third horizon at y = y 2 which also reaches to x = x 0 . However, this is an inner horizon since it is always hidden from the boundary observer. (x, z) plane. Note that z increases downward while x increases to the right. The allowed regions are indicated by the roman numerals and can be considered as a complete spacetime unto themselves. To maintain the correct Lorentz signature, the allowed regions are x ≤ x 0 and x ∈ [x 1 , x 2 ] respectively which are indicated by the numbers. The different panels for a given value of µ correspond to situations with different numbers of roots for F (x); for a detailed behavior of the roots see Fig. 2 .
The special case µ = µ c (panels (c) and (d) of Fig. 4 ) where we encounter a double root at x 0 (x 1 coalesces with x 0 in this limit) was studied in some detail in [2] . In this case the spatial metric on the boundary is locally H 2 near x = x 0 and one has a well behaved asymptotic region of the boundary metric. Since the axis has moved off to infinity, conical singularities do not arise for any choice of ∆φ, though the curvature singularity at x = −∞ remains visible. For λ < 0 (panel (c)) we have a (singular) black droplet suspended over a (singular) hyperbolic AdS black hole in the bulk, though the latter horizon disappears for λ > 0 (panel (d) ).
This situation similarly arises when µ ≤ µ c (panels (a) -(d)). Since the φ-circle shrinks as one moves away from the horizon, any static region of the boundary spacetime again vaguely resembles that of de Sitter space.
The case λ > 0 (panels (b) and (d)) is uninteresting, as it contains no horizons in either the bulk or boundary. It has only a naked singularity at y = +∞. For λ < 0 and µ < µ c (panel (a)), the cubic F (y) has two roots which satisfy x 1 < y 1 < y 2 < x 2 , indicating that there are two black hole horizons on the boundary. This also leaves us with two static regions on the boundary: y 2 < x < x 2 , or x 1 < x < y 1 . Note that for a given choice of static region, only one horizon will be an outer horizon. The singularity at y = +∞ is visible from the former static region, so we focus on the latter. From this perspective, y 1 is an outer horizon and y 2 an inner horizon. Both horizons reach the axis at x = x 1 , so y 1 is a black funnel. (Curiously, the inner horizon of the black funnel would in fact look like a droplet from the other static region's perspective.) The x 2 axis is hidden behind the horizon, so we avoid all naked singularities by taking ∆φ = 4π |G (x 1 )| . The y 1 and y 2 horizons merge to form a smooth extreme horizon when λ = 0.
The spacetime is similar in the limit µ → µ c (panel (c)), though the x 0 and x 1 axes merge and move off to infinite distance, creating a new asymptotic region near x = x 0 = x 1 ; see [2] for details. As a result, for λ < 0 no conical singularities are visible from the static region x 1 < x < y 1 for any value of ∆φ.
Region A-III: x ∈ (−∞, x 0 ] & z ≥ 0. We again encounter this situation only for µ ≤ µ c (i.e. panels (a) -(d)). We have a black hole on the boundary with x = y 0 , and we have a bulk horizon which starts from x = y 0 on the boundary and reaches the axis x = x 0 in the bulk. This axis connects the horizon and boundary through a static region, so the y 0 horizon is a black funnel. There are no visible curvature singularities, and the period of φ may be chosen to make the axis at x 0 regular. The situation is similar when µ = µ c , though since x 0 now represents an asymptotic region there is no conical singularity for any value of ∆φ.
The regime of parameter space where we encounter this possibility is as in A-II given by µ ≤ µ c . The only difference is that we allow ourselves to consider a different range of the coordinate z.
Consider first µ < µ c . For λ > 0 (panel (b)) there is only a planar black hole; the boundary metric contains no horizon. However, there are boundary black holes for λ ≤ 0 (panel (a) ). In fact, as in A-II, the boundary has two static regions: y 2 < x < x 2 , or x 1 < x < y 1 . From the perspective of the former, only y 2 is an outer horizon. It forms a black funnel. Since only the x 2 axis is visible, the choice ∆φ = 4π |G (x 2 )| leaves no naked singularities. From the perspective of the latter region, the outer horizons are y 0 (a planar black hole) and y 1 (a droplet). Since both axes are visible there is a naked conical singularity for any choice of ∆φ, though all curvature singularities are hidden. The y 1 and y 2 horizons merge to form a smooth extreme horizon as λ → 0.
The situation is similar for µ = µ c . For λ > 0 (panel (d)) there is only a planar black hole, but for λ ≤ 0 (panel (c)) there are again two static regions of the boundary metric: y 2 < x < x 2 , or x 1 < x < y 1 . In fact, from the perspective of the first static region, the situation is identical to that with µ < µ c . The new asymptotic region at x 0 is visible only from the latter static region, where it replaces an axis and allows us to remove all conical singularities by choosing ∆φ = 4π |G (x 2 )| , so that no singularities are visible. We have a black funnel at y 2 and a black droplet at y 1 , suspended above the planar horizon at y 0 . As described in [2] , this planar horizon asymptotes near x 0 to one of the hyperbolic black holes described in [11] .
We encounter this possibility when µ > µ c since in that regime G(x) has a single root at some x = x 2 > 0. From (2.6), we see that the boundary always contains a black hole. When F has only one real root (panel (f)), it describes a single bulk horizon at y 0 which intersects the singularity at x = −∞. It is a singular droplet. The singularity at y = +∞ is also visible, as is the x 2 axis. For −1 < λ < − 1 27 µ 2 , F has three roots (panel (e)) and there are two choices of static region on the boundary, y 0 < x < y 1 and y 2 < x < x 2 . From the perspective of the first, the y 0 horizon is a singular droplet suspended above a (singular) funnel at y 1 . From the perspective of the second, the y 2 horizon is again a singular droplet and, in addition, the x 2 axis is visible.
Region A-VI: x ∈ (−∞, x 2 ] & z ≥ 0: As in the preceding case, this pertains to µ > µ c . When F has a single real root (panel (f)), the only horizon is y 0 . It is a black funnel and the x 2 axis is visible. For −1 < λ < − 1 27 µ 2 , F has three real roots (panel (e)) and we again find two static regions on the boundary. Choosing y 0 < x < y 1 , the y 1 horizon is a black droplet suspended above a black funnel at y 0 . Choosing y 2 < x < x 2 , the y 2 horizon is a black funnel. In both cases, setting ∆φ = 4π |G (x 2 )| is necessary and sufficient to avoid naked singularities. , so this is the only horizon. This root is non-degenerate for λ = 0, but becomes triply degenerate at λ = 0. From (2.6) we see that the boundary metric has a single static region y 0 < x < x 2 , from which the x 2 axis is clearly visible. However, y 0 can lie on either side of the origin, depending on the sign of λ.
Maintaining Lorentz signature of the metric requires that we restrict attention to x ≤ x 2 . The only choice for the coordinate range is whether we approach the boundary at x = y from above or below; both choices yielding the same boundary metric. Moreover, since there is only one root of the function G(x), we can choose φ to have the correct period to get rid of the potential conical defect, i.e., ∆φ = 4π |G (x 2 )| . Once again, the situation is analogous to that encountered in the static region of de Sitter space: the spatial sections are compact, and the size of the φ circle decreases as one moves away from the horizon, shrinking to zero at the x 2 -axis.
The various possible coordinate regions are as shown in Fig. 5 and can be summarized as follows.
Region B-I: x ≤ x 2 & z ≤ 0. We have a black hole horizon on the boundary which extends away towards large negative x in the bulk, reaching the singularity at x = −∞. Following the singularity away from the horizon through the static region one moves away from the boundary, so the horizon is a (singular) black droplet. The x 2 axis and the singularity at y = +∞ are visible from the boundary. 
Case C: Funnels and droplets for κ = −1
Finally, for κ = −1 one has only a single real root for G(x) at some x 2 > 0. This is clear from (2.6) and the fact that now G(x) > 0 for all x ≤ 0. We must therefore allow the entire range x ≤ x 2 . However, as for κ = 0, 1, one must choose whether to take z ≥ 0 or z ≤ 0.
Once again we can analyze the behavior of F (y) and use (2.6) to conclude that (see Fig. 6 for an illustration):
1. For −1 < λ < 0 we have a single real root for some 0 < y 0 < x 2 .
2. For λ = 0 there is a degenerate root at the origin and a positive real root at y 2 < x 0 .
3. For λ ∈ (0, 1 27 µ 2 ) there are three real roots, one of which is negative and the other two positive, which we order as y 0 < 0 < y 1 < y 2 < x 2 .
4. For λ = 1 27µ 2 , F has a single root at −1/6µ and a double root at 1/3µ. 5. For λ > 1 27 µ 2 we have a single negative real root at y = y 0 for F (y). Note that, due to our convention that the root be called y 0 whenever F has only one real root, the function y 0 (λ) is discontinuous at λ = 0. The single root for λ < 0 actually continuously connects to y 2 (λ) for λ ≥ 0.
We therefore find the following behaviors:
Region C-I: x ≤ x 2 & z ≤ 0. The singularity at x = −∞ is always visible through the bulk. When F has only one real root (panel (b) of Fig. 7 ), we find a singular droplet. The x 2 axis and the y = +∞ singularity are also visible. When F has three real roots (panel (a)), we have a choice of static regions on the boundary. From the perspective of the region y 0 < x < y 1 , the y 0 horizon is a singular droplet suspended above a (singular) funnel at y 1 . However, the y = +∞ singularity and the x 2 axis are hidden. From the perspective of the region y 2 < x < x 2 , the y 2 horizon is a singular droplet and the x 2 axis and y = +∞ singularity are visible.
Region C-II: x ≤ x 2 & z ≥ 0. When F has only one real root, there is a single horizon at y 0 . It is a black funnel. When F has three real roots, we have a choice of static regions. From the perspective of the region y 0 < x < y 1 , the y 1 horizon is a droplet suspended above a black funnel at y 0 . From the perspective of the region y 2 < x < x 2 , the y 2 horizon is a black funnel. In all cases, the choice ∆φ = 4π |G (x 2 )| is necessary and sufficient to avoid naked singularities.
Boundary stress tensor for the C-metric
We conclude by computing the boundary stress tensor for the solutions described above. This will allow us to see whether we can interpret any region around the back hole as containing a thermal fluid, in which one might hope to in some sense separate the effects of Hawking radiation from those of vacuum polarization. To this end, we need to use either (i) an explicit coordinate transformation to Fefferman-Graham coordinates or (ii) an appropriate definition of the boundary and use the counter-term procedure to compute the stress tensor. We will follow the latter strategy since it is more convenient to implement for our purposes.
The counter-term procedure outlined in [13] adds a boundary term to the Einstein-Hilbert action so that the result provides a well-defined variational principle for asymptotically AdS spacetimes [14] . The full action is
Here γ is the induced metric on the boundary, which we take to be a surface of constant z = x − y. Similarly, K is the extrinsic curvature, and R the boundary Ricci scalar. It is important to note that this z agrees with the Fefferman-Graham coordinate typically used in the holographic renormalization literature only to leading order, and not beyond.
Variations of (4.1) with respect to γ µν lead to the stress tensor-like object 16π G (4)
However, because the metric γ µν diverges on the boundary, some rescaling will be required to obtain the boundary stress tensor. One notes that γ µν = e −2φγµν , where e φ = z/ and γ µν is the inverse of the physical boundary metric (2.8).
Since T µν has conformal dimension five, we have T µν = e −5 φT µν , whereT µν is the physical stress tensor on the boundary. As a result, the stress tensor with lower components will have a single factor of e −φ :
For the boundary metric (2.8) we obtain
where we define a central charge c ≡ We have also simplified the expression using the fact that F (x) = 12 µ. In deriving this expression we used the relation (2.4) to express the parameter in terms of the physical length scale 4 . Note that the signs and factors of two flip between the tt and φφ components as we pass from horizon to the axes, reflecting the symmetry between x and y in the Euclideansignature solution. Finally, since the boundary field theory is odd dimensional, there is no conformal anomaly and the stress tensor must be traceless. Happily, tracelessness follows from the relation F (x) + G(x) = 1 + λ. A more natural way to present our result which makes the traceleness obvious is given by
In general, (4.5) does not take the perfect fluid form
due to vacuum polarization effects. However, we note that (4.5) does reduce to (4.6) at any root of G(x) where ∂ t is timelike (F (x) > 0); i.e., where an axis of ∂ φ intersects the static region of the boundary. There we identify
This is an analogue of the fact that for µ = µ c and κ = 1 this occurs in the asymptotic region near x = x 0 , where we saw in [2] that the C-metric solutions approach the hyperbolic black holes of [11] and are dual to a thermal plasma.
Note that for our funnel solutions any axis of the above type intersects the funnel horizon, while for droplet solutions such an axis cannot intersect the droplet horizon. Instead, in every droplet case it intersects either a naked singularity, a planar black hole, or a black funnel. Though there is no sharp argument, we take this as supporting our basic picture of funnels and planar black holes as describing plasmas near the above axes, while droplet horizons describe physics that is only weakly coupled to the plasma.
Discussion
The AdS C-metric has been the inspiration for many interesting solutions in the past, most notably the brane-world black holes constructed in [5, 6] and more recently the exact plasma ball solution of [7] . We have in this paper undertaken a detailed analysis of the static, uncharged AdS C-metrics to infer the examples of black funnels and black droplet solutions hidden in this family. This required a generalization of the definitions of funnel and droplet given in [2] to boundary metrics describing spatially compact universes.
As in [2] , we conjecture that such solutions correspond to states of strongly coupled CFTs in black hole backgrounds, with the distinction of funnel vs. droplet corresponding to two different types of behavior for the field theory state. Black funnels appear to describe horizons in the boundary metric coupling strongly to field theory plasmas, while black droplets appear to describe weak such couplings. In the latter case, the weak coupling is signified by the fact that, for the cases without naked singularities, our droplets were always accompanied by a second disconnected horizon (which we called a planar black hole). From the field theory perspective we interpret the droplet itself as describing vacuum polarization around the horizon in the boundary metric, and we interpret the planar black hole as describing the plasma. The fact that these horizons do not meet in the bulk implies that they describe pieces of field theory physics that can be thought of as coupling very weakly in the large N limit. This is what allows such states to be stationary even though, as one may check, the two horizons always have different temperatures outside of the special λ → −1 limits described in Appendix A.
The AdS C-metric family contains a rich variety of such solutions. The comprehensive set of all possibilities is summarized in Fig. 4, Fig. 5, and Fig. 7 (for κ = 1, 0, −1, respectively) , where distinct panels portray distinct ranges of µ and λ yielding qualitatively different behavior, while within individual panels distinct spacetimes are separated by dashed lines (and labeled by Roman numerals). Indeed, with the definitions given in §3, for µ = 0 every outer horizon could be classified as a planar black hole, a black droplet, or a black funnel. For each choice of C-metric parameters, we have also identified the static regions from which all singularities are hidden behind horizons. In these cases, the dual field theory states should be regular at least on the region of the boundary that lies in the given static region. We also found many settings with naked singularities in the bulk, but for which both the boundary metric and the boundary stress tensor are smooth. While such solutions are likely to be dual to singular states of the conformal field theory, it would be interesting to understand whether such singularities could be resolved by stringy or quantum effects in the bulk or, more likely, by introducing either time-dependence or some deformation of the dual field theory; e.g., by some perturbation that causes the theory to confine at an energy scale high enough to hide the would-be bulk singularities.
As we have seen, generic values of the C-metric parameters describe boundary metrics which are spatially compact in a natural conformal frame. One of the disadvantages of this feature is that in the absence of spatial asymptopia it is a-priori unclear how one can disentangle the physics of the black hole horizon from curved spacetime effects. Nevertheless, it is curious that the quasi-local stress tensor induced on the boundary reduces to a thermal perfect fluid form close to any axis (fixed point locus of the spatial isometry ∂ φ ), at least for certain choices of parameters. Of course, for special values of parameters it is possible to ensure that the induced boundary metric has a well defined asymptotics, viz., a hyperbolic cylinder R × H 2 as studied in [2] . One may also introduce a new asymptotic region at any point x + by a change of conformal frame, though at least one of ||∂ t || or ||∂ φ || will then diverge at x + . As a result, while this may be useful for studying asymptotically AdS black holes on the boundary, it will not provide boundary black holes with other familiar asymptotic behaviors.
One of the interesting generalizations which we have not explored here is the case of rotating AdS C-metrics. An asymptotically flat rotating black hole spacetime does not have a Hartle-Hawking vacuum due to super-radiance effects [15] . For very similar reasons, it is hard to imagine rigidly rotating black funnels when the boundary has a well-defined asymptotic region. This would seem to require the distant shoulders of the black funnel to in some sense rotate faster than the speed of light. However, the situation is somewhat different in the spatially compact case or when the boundary metric itself is asymptotically AdS. The more general AdS C-metrics found in [10] do allow for rotation and it would be interesting to examine this issue in some detail. The related case of rotating BTZ boundary metrics will be studied in [16] .
A The limit λ → −1
In the main text, we have identified black funnels and black droplets in the AdS C-metrics for λ > −1. While taking λ = −1 with finite yields the flat-space C-metric, one might wonder if new asymptotically AdS metrics might be obtained by taking λ → −1 holding 4 fixed instead. Since this requires → 0, we must also scale x and y to obtain a finite limiting metric. This scaling means that we effectively zoom in on some point (x + , y + ) in x, y space. For x + = y + , one obtains only pieces of flat Minkowski space. We therefore focus on the case x + = y + below.
Note that for λ = −1 we have F = −G, so that the roots F coincide in this limit with the (λ-independent) roots of G. When x + is not a root of G, the non-trivial scaling limit leads to pure AdS space in a slightly twisted version of Poincaré coordinates. However, the behavior is more interesting when x + is a root of G. Since triple roots of G do not arise, there are only two cases to consider. As we will see, the scaling limit is independent of all parameters and cares only about the degree of the root x + .
We have a horizon at Y = ±1 and infinities at X = 0, X = ±∞. Note that all singularities have disappeared. The induced metric on the boundary (2.8) becomes
While there are no rotation axes, we can apply the definitions of black funnels and black droplets given in §3 if replace the axes at x 0 , x 1 , x 2 by the infinities X = 0, X = ±∞. Due to the symmetry under (X, Y ) → (−X, −Y ), there are only two distinct choices of coordinate domains. For Y < X < 0, the horizon at Y = −1 is a black funnel. For Y < X, X > 0, the horizon at Y = 1 is a (non-compact version of) a black droplet suspended above a planar black hole at Y = −1.
As for the case of a single root, the boundary stress tensor (4.5) vanishes. To gain some perspective on this statement, recall from [2] that (A.7) asymptotes near X = 0 to the M = 0 black hole of [11] which, although it describes a deconfined phase, also has T µν = 0. The vanishing of T µν is due to a precise cancelation between the stress-energy of the deconfined plasma in this state and the stress tensor induced by vacuum polarization.
